
2016 D.I.C.E. EUROPE EVENT ANNOUNCES ADDITIONAL SPEAKERS 

European Video Game Industry Gathers to Address D.I.C.E. Theme, World Builders 

August 24, 2017 – LOS ANGELES – The Academy of Interactive Arts & Sciences (AIAS) confirms six 

additional speakers for its 2016 D.I.C.E. Europe conference, taking place at the W Barcelona from Sept. 

11-13. Speakers will examine various aspects that drive world building, from building prosperous 

creative communities that welcome and nurture player communities to the many ways we chase new 

technologies that offer a glimpse of tomorrow, today. 

Newly confirmed D.I.C.E. speakers include: 

 Tanya Forsheit, partner and co-chair, Privacy & Data Security Group at Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & 

Selz. Forsheit will present on “Building Communities through Big Data” discussing the ways in 

which organizations can use privacy as a competitive differentiator and what companies can 

learn from the recent popular hit, Pokemon Go.  

 Jeff Hilbert, CEO and founder at Starting Point. Hilbert will conduct an interview with Klaas 

Kersting, founder of Gameforge and Flare Games, to discuss what motivated him to start each 

publisher, the market opportunities that he saw at the time and where he feels the future of 

gaming is headed. 

 Klaas Kersting, CEO and founder of Flare Games and previously founded and served as CEO of 

Gameforge.  Kersting will be participating in “A Conversation Between Jeff Hilbert and the 

Founder of Gameforge and Flare Games.”  

 Henrique Olifiers, co-founder at Bossa Studios. In his talk, “A New Dawn For Simulated Worlds: 

The Making of Worlds Adrift” Olifiers will forecast and then show the game design paradigm 

transformation that's about to take place, using the tech behind Worlds Adrift to showcase the 

dramatic shifts occurring in the online multiplayer segment. 

 Hannes Seifert, studio head at IO Interactive. Seifert will present on “The highs and lows of 

building a ‘World of Assassination.’” In this talk he will discuss the ups and downs of pushing the 

art form forward: the inevitable changes, the tremendous excitement and involvement of 

players, but also the encountered bumps and obstacles during the development process. 

 Roy Taylor, corporate vice president of alliances at AMD and chair at BAFTA VR Advisory Group. 

Taylor will speak on how “The Immersive Medium of AR/VR Will Change Games Forever.” In this 

session Taylor will discuss how he and AMD see the future of gaming, near and far, evolving with 

the introduction of VR and AR to the traditional games industry. 

These industry experts will join previously announced speakers: Clive Downie, chief marketing officer at 

Unity; James Mitchell, chief strategy officer and senior executive vice president at Tencent; Alex 

Nichiporchik, CEO of tinyBuild; and Hilmar Veigar Petursson, CEO of CCP Games.  

The D.I.C.E. Europe conference will also reprise its popular roundtable sessions, where executives have a 

chance to debate, analyze and generate focused solutions amongst their brightest peers in a private, 

intimate setting. Attendees will find that they come out of these sessions with ideas and feedback that 

they are able to implement in their own companies and practices.  

D.I.C.E. is famous for its key networking opportunities, where attendees can discuss the day’s most 

exciting talks and discussions. Included in the price of the conference pass to all attendees is a paella 



cooking competition at a Catalan farmhouse, cocktail hours and evening parties for a chance to unwind 

and connect with attendees.  

Reserve your tickets now at www.diceeurope.org.  
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